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EIO is an exclusive collection of Italian research texts in electronic format from a
number of prestigious Italian publishers. All titles have been selected by our experienced
Approval specialists for their quality and relevance to academic libraries.

An essential resource
containing multidisciplinary content from
over 170 Italian academic publishers with
particular focus on the Humanities and
Social Sciences.

Compiled with care
to ensure a quality collection of scholarly
value, including produced both by wellknown publishing houses and by highly
specialised but lesser-known publishers.

Continuous updates
are made to the collection as relevant new
content is made available. Subscribers are
notified of additions to the catalogue at
regular intervals during the year.

New contributors

You choose

the content you prefer, according to your
institution’s interests and budget. Our
selectors propose standard collections based
on format (books/journals), publisher and
discipline, and they are happy to compile
custom collections on request.

Personalise your catalogue
even further by selecting and purchasing
single titles directly from our website, using
exactly the same online ordering tools and
workflows as for print titles.

Discover what’s on offer
through regular New Title Information
updates, tailored to reflect your interests and
fully integrated with our online bibliographic
database and ordering tools.

are also added to the collection on a regular
basis, as our dedicated publisher relations
team works to bring on board an increasing
number and range of publishers.

torrossa@casalini.it
www.casalini.it

EIO Licence & Access
zz A single licence is applied to the entire range of content from all publishers collaborating in
EIO, simplifying acquisitions and administration.
zz A range of flexible acquisitions options, from Patron Driven and Approval plans to collections,
subscriptions and purchase of e-journal archives.
zz Permanent access to all content purchased is guaranteed
zz Fully searchable PDF files make documents easy to read and use
zz An unlimited number of users may access the content at any time
zz Usage permissions allow users to view, copy/paste and print texts
zz Files may be downloaded for personal use for fourteen days
zz Maintenance of access to content on the Torrossa platform is provided free of charge to
subscribers; an annual fee is applied in the case of cancelled subscriptions

More details of all collections can be found at www.casalini.it/torrossa
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